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Time-Light is a philosophy, a therapy, a self-help method - and yet it is greater, and deeper, than
the sum of its parts. It is a new way to see yourself, the world and the purpose of life.Time-Light
tells you who you really are. It takes you on a unique voyage of discovery as you uncover that
'you' are made up of three selves, or time bodies. As you age, you become time-heavy as
experiences you never fully understood begin to weigh you down.Time-Light is a theory and a
practice that includes a 21-day programme that helps you become time-light as you were when
you were a child and you could see the world as it really is - an unfolding miracle in the
present.Time-Light includes a Foreword by best-selling author Lynne McTaggart (The Field, The
Intention Experiment and The Bond). She describes Time-Light as "one of the most plausible
theories I've ever read about what it means to be human."

From the AuthorWayne Grudem is professor of biblical and systematic theology at Trinitiy
Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois. He holds degrees from Harvard (B.A.),
Westminster Seminary (M.Div.), and Cambridge (Ph.D.). He is the co-editor of Recovering
Biblical Manhood and Womanhood --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
the Back CoverAre the gifts of tongues, prophecy, and healing for today? No, say cessationists.
Yes, say Pentecostal and Third Wave Christians. Maybe, say a large sector of open-but-cautious
evangelicals. What's the answer? Is there an answer? Are Miraculous Gifts for Today? takes you
to the heart of the charismatic controversy. It provides an impartial format for comparing the four
main lines of thinking: cessationist, open but cautious, third wave, and Pentecostal/charismatic.
The authors present their positions in an interactive setting that allows for critique, clarification,
and defense. This thought-provoking book will help Christians on every side of the miraculous
gifts debate to better understand their own position and the positions of others. Wayne Grudem
has brought online the four major views on miraculous gifts today. Downloading them into your
own understanding takes effort, but the worldwide network that you join is the fellowship of the
Spirit! The Counterpoints series provides a forum for comparison and critique of different views
on issues important to Christians. Counterpoints books address two categories: Church Life and
Bible and Theology. Complete your library with other books in the Counterpoints series. --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorStanley N. Gundry is executive
vice president and editor-in-chief for the Zondervan Corporation. He has been an influential
figure in the Evangelical Theological Society, serving as president of ETS and on its executive
committee, and is adjunct professor of Historical Theology at Grand Rapids Theological
Seminary. He is the author of seven books and has written many articles appearing in popular
and academic periodicals.Wayne Grudem is research professor of Theology and Biblical
Studies at Phoenix Seminary in Phoenix, Arizona. He holds degrees from Harvard (AB),



Westminster Theological Seminary (MDiv, DD), and Cambridge (PhD). He is the author of more
than a dozen books including the bestselling Systematic Theology. Richard B. Gaffin, Jr. is
professor of biblical and systematic theology. He is an ordained teaching elder in the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church.Robert L. Saucy was distinguished professor of systematic theology at
Talbot School of Theology, Biola University, in Los Angeles.Sam Storms (PhD, University of
Texas) is founder of Enjoying God Ministries, which provides biblical and theological resources
to the body of Christ. He is also the senior pastor of Bridgeway Church in Oklahoma City and a
former professor. Storms travels both in the United States and abroad, speaking at churches and
conferences. He is the author of over thirty books including Practicing the Power, Understanding
Spiritual Gifts, and Understanding Spiritual Warfare. He blogs regularly at www.samstorms.org.--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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TIME-LIGHTHow your past keeps creating patterns and problems – and how you can fix itBryan
HubbardNew Age Publishing Ltd.Verily I say unto you, Except ye be converted, and become as
little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heavenMatthew, 18.Hell is other
people.Jean-Paul SartreHell is thinking there are other people.Bryan HubbardAbout the
authorBryan Hubbard is a graduate of philosophy from London University.He is the husband of
Lynne McTaggart, author of The Field, The Intention Experiment and The Bond, and together
they are directors of their two publishing companies, WDDTY Publishing Ltd and New Age
Publishing Ltd.He is a contributor to, and publisher of, What Doctors Don’t Tell You, a monthly
journal. Previously he has been employed by EMAP and the Financial Times Group.He lives and
works in London with Lynne and their two daughters.NEW AGE PUBLISHINGPublished by New
Age Publishing Ltd.New Age Publishing Ltd., Unit 10 Woodman Works, 204Durnsford Road,
London SW19 8DRFirst published by New Age Publishing Ltd 2011© Bryan Hubbard, 2011The
moral right of the author has been assertedAll rights reserved Without reserving the rights under
copyright reserved above, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in or introduced
into a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, or by any means (electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise), without the prior written permission of both the copyright
owner and the above publisher of this book.Printed in Great BritainDigital book(s) (epub and
mobi) produced by: Kimberly A. Hitchens, hitch@booknook.bizFor Lynne, who lights up my
timeCONTENTSAuthor’s NoteForeword by Lynne McTaggartIntroductionPART I: You and
TimeYou and the NowYou and the PastYou out of TimeYou and TimePART II: Your Three
SelvesYour Three SelvesYour Present Time-bodyYour Past Time-bodyThe Potential
SelfUnderstanding the PulsesBeyond TherapyPART III: The 21-day Time-Light
ProgramGLOSSARYAuthor’s noteEvery one of us is in thrall to our past, yet few of us realize
this, or that we are also on a path to rediscover our true nature. I have written this book for all of
you whose quest has become conscious. If you are – or have been — depressed or addicted,
and that happens to many travelers along the way, I have some unique insights for you.You might
categorize your quest as personal growth or you see yourself being on a religious or spiritual
path; you may believe the goal is enlightenment or nirvana. Whatever you call the journey and
the destination, this book is for you. Many of the ideas you will discover in this book offer a new
slant on areas of philosophy and spiritually that may seem familiar. I genuinely believe that Time-
Light offers a unique and insightful understanding of the world’s religions and spiritual
masters.How the ideas came to me is not so easy to explain. They seemed to present
themselves ready formed, and in the twinkle of an eye. After that, it took me several years to
assimilate and think through this instantaneous download, but this process merely added
shading to what was already a complete outline.Some of the exercises in the final part of the
book tread on the peripheries of therapies such as Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) and
Gestalt, and on some of the theories of Cybernetics, too. G. I. Gurdjieff also touches on some



aspects of my theory in his arcane cosmology. No doubt, eagle-eyed readers will tell me of
others.I had no knowledge of CBT, Gestalt or Cybernetics beyond knowing their names until I
started doing some background research for this book; at first, these discoveries gave me
comfort that others had had similar thoughts along the way, but I was also concerned that I might
be accused of merely copying the thoughts and ideas of others. This is not the case, and the
vast majority of the book contains ideas and exercises that you will not have seen anywhere
else.However, there are plenty of people I do acknowledge. I thank Jo Evans for helping to edit
the manuscript, and the designer John Clement for his great cover ideas and typography. I thank
my two children, Caitlin and Anya, for their help and encouragement, even though they didn’t
know they were proffering it. Finally, I acknowledge my life-long debt to my wife and soulmate,
Lynne McTaggart, who has helped me on every stage of this process, both on and off the
page.Overall, I truly hope and humbly trust that this is an important contribution to our
understanding of who we are and our purpose here on Earth.The Essential PointsThe Golden
Rule: That to which you do not fully attend will weigh you down.• You are made up of Three
Selves, or centers: the Present time-body, the Past time-body and the Potential center.• The
Present time-body includes your body, your brain and the world. The Present time-body also
superimposes time and space on the eternal and infinite.• The Past time-body is itself made up
of three sub-centers, or memory types: Knowledge, Narrative and Psychological.• The Potential
center is the unified field of all possibilities.• The Psychological past is an energetic entity of past
hurts and experiences that began to build when you were a small child. It builds from
experiences that have not been fully witnessed. In other words, it has been experienced from a
partial viewpoint – yours – without taking into account the full circumstances, including the other
participants and the causal chains leading to the event. Over time, they build a sense of a
substantial self that lessens the sense of unity with the world that you experienced as a child. As
time builds in you, so does a sense of space, which separates you from a direct experience with
the world.• Each center is energetic and sends out pulses or waves. The dominant pulse
determines who you are at any one time. These pulses are given life by thoughts, emotions and
concepts, which are activated in the brain in the Present time-body.• These pulses are an
attempt to find final resolution in the Present. They end when there is complete understanding or
a letting go, which happens only with true forgiveness. True forgiveness is seeing the situation
itself – the players and the circumstance – and this happens only when all three time-bodies
coordinate.• These pulses create patterns in the Present time-body that become your reality,
which is why we often repeat situations from the past.• As you age, so you become time-heavy
as the pulses from the Past time-body increase. You become overwhelmed by life, and you lose
sight of any sense of joy or unity. This is because the Past pulses dominate, and they drown out
the pulses from the Potential. It manifests as mood swings, irritability, occasional bouts of
depression, anxiety and a general sense of anguish.• A time-heavy person also develops
addictions – mild or life-threatening – as the past continues to repeat. A child, by comparison, is
Time-Light, and his or her pulses primarily come from the Potential center or the Present time-



body.• The way to rediscover your natural state of happiness and sense of unity is first by
understanding that you have three centers, and then by becoming conscious of the pulses that
primarily emanate from the Psychological past time-body.• You can achieve this by following the
21-day Time-Light program (see Part III).ForewordThe first thing I noticed about Bryan was his
laugh. I was a fellow editor in the shabby offices of a British publishing company in 1985 and,
newly separated at the time from a three-year-old marriage, had very little to smile about.We’d
been in the middle of an otherwise uneventful corporate meeting of all the company’s editorial
and advertising staff when the proceedings were interrupted by an outburst from one corner of
the room. One entire editorial team was convulsed in giggles, led by the editor, the loudest of the
group.This was no ordinary laugh. This deep baritone cracked open the silence, seeped into
every corner and rained down on every person seated in the room. Indeed, as I discovered when
I heard it again in subsequent weeks, Bryan’s laugh was fully capable of traversing walls.
Although it soon had every one in the room laughing along – a particularly dour group ordinarily
– these were not simply copycat gestures. They represented the shock of recognition that occurs
when the listener is rare witness to joy emerging straight from the soul.The resonance of that
laugh was all the more astonishing to me after I got to know Bryan in subsequent months and
learned something of his history. As a child Bryan had been a victim of child abuse – not physical
abuse but mental cruelty of the most potentially debilitating kind. Bryan’s father George, an
intelligent, if emotionally arrested man, had been severely disappointed in his own life and
consequently vented most of his frustration for his life’s own shortcomings on his young son,
usually in the form of a venomous sarcasm. Bryan had been his father’s unwanted third child
from a second marriage – and a constant reminder of his own failure to create a loving
relationship, particularly with his first wife, who preferred to have her two children taken away
from her rather than live with George for one more day.George refused to acknowledge his son
by name and never missed an opportunity to belittle, shout at, or in some way verbally abuse
him. Although Bryan was extremely intelligent, his father placed in him a school for tough
delinquents, where Bryan essentially survived only by nimble verbal sleight of hand.George
wasn’t content to ignore his youngest son’s prodigious gifts but did his best to crush them,
ignoring a letter from Bryan’s school recommending that he apply to Oxford University, so that he
was made to leave school at 16. Bryan’s mother Edie adored him, but as an orphan who’d never
had any parental figures in her own life, and as George’s other target, she’d had no blueprint for
how to become an encouraging parent. In a sense, Bryan had to grow up and launch his
subsequent career as a successful journalist, publisher and entrepreneur in spite of his parents.
Often in such a desolate landscape, humor becomes a sanctuary – as does deep spiritual
inquiry.Bryan became a spiritual seeker during his early teenage years, and it was no accident
that when he put himself through university as an adult, he pursued a degree in philosophy.From
my perspective, this backstory did not accord in any way with the happy, sensitive person in front
of me and the exemplary father he became to our two daughters -– except at certain moments.
Over the years of our joyful twenty-five year partnership I have observed as Bryan’s past



occasionally hovers over him like an unwelcome phantom.In response to some stimulus – a
slightly raised voice or the mildest of challenges – he’d angrily lash out. I was stunned by the
outsize response until I realized what was going on. He wasn’t having a conversation with me.
He was still talking to George. He was, as he would now put it, Time-Heavy, trying to put to rest
something unresolved from his past.Over time, I observed this phantom making an appearance
with less and less frequency. Bryan preferred mapping the journey to his own understanding and
healing rather than taking the ride with a therapist, and like most creative people, he sought to
universalize his experience so that ultimately he could help others as well as himself.As he
observed the process of shedding his own phantoms, he began to consider the possibility that
the past exists as a separate self in all of us – and becomes, in most cases, the bully of the other
selves.One day, when I returned from a trip, his theory of Time-Light and the three selves
emerged, fully formed, as if pulled out of thin air, and Bryan then spent many months refining it.
Although there are certain parallels with other disciplines, I have yet to find another model that
answers so much about the complexity of the human experience with such simplicity.Other
theories that attempt to define consciousness fall short because they do not encompass the
intricacies of our lives and the full range of human potential. The majority of programs promising
enlightenment fail precisely because they do not take into account the subversive power of the
past.Besides examining the largely negative effect of the past self and how it becomes like a
permanent unwanted guest, the Time-Light model also provides a brilliant answer to so many of
the big questions man has never had adequate answers for – from events that take place
“outside of time,” such as remote viewing or near death experiences, to human consciousness
and its “life” outside of the physical body. As such, the Time-Light theory resonates perfectly with
my own work on The Field, The Bond and the power of consciousness.In addition to laying out
one of the most plausible theories I’ve ever read about what it means to be human, Time-Light
arms the reader with a powerful set of tools. The step-by-step twenty-one-day program is a
comprehensive guide to shedding the burdens of the past and becoming Time-Light – and so
free, as Bryan puts it, “to fall back in love with your life.”Time-Light resonates so deeply because
it speaks with the authentic truth of personal experience. Ultimately, this book represents Bryan’s
journey, from the pain and darkness of unexamined adversity to understanding and recovered
wholeness. May you take to the road with him and learn to travel light.Lynne McTaggartMarch
2011IntroductionWe are never living, but only hoping to live; and looking forward always to being
happy, it is inevitable that we never are so.Blaise PascalWhat are you aware of right now? This
book – or its electronic form – in your hands and the way it feels, of course. The words on the
page or screen. Perhaps there is coffee brewing in the other room, and you can smell the aroma.
Maybe a car is passing by outside and you can hear it approach, then recede. Your air
conditioning system could be whirring away quietly in the background, and you acknowledge
that. Whatever is going on right now is the only reality. It has to be – the here and now is your
most real experience. It can’t be the business meeting you had yesterday, or the shopping you
did this morning. Although they happened, the reality of those experiences has diminished and



been replaced by this moment, with this book in your hands.While that is obvious, we don’t live
as though it is. For most of us, the business meeting or the argument with our spouse is living on
right now, and may even be making it difficult to concentrate on the words in front of you. Are you
present enough to understand the words that you are reading?As we get older, and have more
experiences, the here and now becomes less apparent. We become time-heavy. The mess we
make of our life demonstrates this. We fall out of love, we divorce, we struggle with money, we
take antidepressants, drugs or alcohol or all three; we get stuck in jobs we can’t stand, we have
children we can’t communicate with any more, we spend hours watching TV programs we don’t
like, and finally, when we collapse exhausted into our bed, we don’t sleep. For the rest of the time
we have mood swings, we get irritable, and we suffer bouts of depression and despondency. It’s
as though we have been possessed by an entity over which we have almost no control.I’m going
to show you how your past makes up your reality, and why you will continue to relive your
experiences until you understand that you are living life on permanent repeat. The most common
symptom of this recurring past is depression, anxiety and a sense of pointlessness. Its most
common manifestation is a pattern of addictions.The understanding of this past-to-present
movement – and of you in and through time – is the golden thread that we will follow. Once you
have exorcised the ghosts of your past – and this book will show you how to do this day by day –
you will begin to live fully and joyfully in the present. You will also feel “at one” with the world, and
the sense of separation and isolation that you have will vanish.The law of distractionThoughts
help to shape our reality and us – it’s an idea that is hardly news. The major religions touch on
this truth, as do thinkers in the New Age movement, who call the phenomenon anything from the
Law of Attraction to The Secret and manifestation.Although the New Age philosophy is
simplistic, it is nonetheless true that we repeat patterns in our life. An abused wife will often
choose a second husband who also abuses her, business owners with money problems
continue to make the same mistakes again in subsequent businesses, and people who are
suspicious of others rarely make friends. Married couples whose own parents divorced are
themselves more likely to break up. Children who were abused in any way – even if the abuse is
no more than being shouted at once in a while – are more likely to suffer chronic disease as an
adult, and even die prematurely.Patterns don’t just appear in a lifetime – they also seem to settle
through the generations like sedimentary layers. Sociologists have noted that a tendency to
commit suicide runs through families, and parents whose own parents were alcoholics often are
themselves addicts or have children who become addicts. Similarly, those who were raised in a
household afflicted by a parent with gambling problems will also display similar traits – or, again,
their children will. The reality of the past will create the circumstances in their lives right now and
will continue to do so until they wake up to the unconscious processes that are wrecking their
lives and those of their children.We can all recognize these patterns, whether their origins are
from our own experiences or from a leitmotif of a family or close community, even if few of us
have completely understood how they happen. Biologists maintain that behaviorial patterns are
the result of genetics and the imprinting in our DNA, but the science of epigenetics – which



studies outside influences on DNA coding – tells us that our environment, including the people in
it, are more powerful influences and can overwrite genetic coding. In other words, the sciences
aren’t entirely sure what’s going on here.It is a law of attraction in one sense, but actually a law of
distraction as these patterns lead us away from a happy and rich life, which can be lived only in
the present moment.The Greeks had a word for itMany of us also have a sense of separation –
from the world, our family and even our own body. This feeling of isolation grows as we age, until
we begin to see ourselves as utterly alienated from the world. Along the way, our inability to
connect has a high price: in divorce, in children who drift into alcohol and drug abuse, and in
depression or heart disease, both classic symptoms of isolation. If you are one of the few who
does not suffer from some kind of depression, you may instead have addictions.Although you
start life as a child who felt at home in the world, you become an adult who feels separate, as
though you are looking through a large pane of frosted glass, cut off from a direct experience of
living.This nightmarish transformation of a world that once felt like home to one that is alien and
even hostile has been recognized through the millennia. The Ancient Greeks described this
sense of disconnectedness as anguish, and it perfectly describes the feeling of separation that
grows in us until it eventually wrings the joy from our lives.Who am I?So what then is happening?
Why do patterns recur in your life, and why do you feel increasingly separated from the world?
Why has life ceased to be joyful, and instead you feel flat, irritable, depressed even, and suffer
mood swings? To understand that, we must first unlock one of the oldest metaphysical puzzles:
who am I, the central player in the drama? Unless we are able to answer this question, and see
who this “I” is and its relationship to the world and time, we cannot fully understand how it is that
the past has us so much in its thrall and why we feel disconnected and unhappy with our
life.Most of us go through life without ever thinking about what the “I” is. Somehow, we just think
that “I” is a substantial, conscious entity that sits in our brain, a constant, never-changing self
that is always observing or thinking. If we did some self-reflection, we would probably concur
with the current paradigm that the idea of “I” arises from the body. If we are religious, we might
instead think this “I” is our soul, which will survive our death and live on in Heaven or reincarnate
into another body.Although we think of ourselves as one complete and coherent entity that we
refer to as “I”, we ignore the conflicts that often occur within us. If we are just a body, what is it in
us that decides to commit suicide or why do we sacrifice ourselves to a higher good? Why do we
say one thing, but believe another? Why do we contradict ourselves or constantly change our
mind? Why do we become addicted to alcohol, cigarettes or a drug when we know we are
probably killing ourselves? These actions suggest that there is more than one thing going on to
make you a “you”.The first clueI finally started to realize what we really are when I was presented
with two clues, years apart. The first happened with the death of my father. He was in his
ninetieth year, and yet there was absolutely nothing wrong with him physically. A check-up a few
years previously had revealed that he had the heart of someone twenty or thirty years younger.
Yet, there he was, on the day I went to see him at his home, lying in bed.“What’s wrong?” I
asked.Nothing much, he replied with a shrug, other than that he had had enough. He had



become tired of life, and now he wanted to die, he said. He turned away from me and faced the
wall.Hours later, as I was leaving, I put my head around the bedroom door and gave a tentative
goodbye. I had the fleeting thought that it would be the last time I would see him, even though
the idea seemed absurd. He wished me well, and I left. Three days later my mother telephoned
to tell me that my father had died.In a sense, he had wished his own death. There was no post
mortem, but had there been one, the cause of death probably would have been something
general and vague, such as old age, but certainly not “tired of life,” or “had enough,” or even
“couldn’t stand another day of this.”If you are lucky, you will die of old age. Doctors, family and
friends will all agree that you had a good life. Medicine does not recognize old age as a cause of
death, even though every day somebody seems to die from it. Certainly, your body gets “worn
out,” or you lose the zest for life. You will have seen much and, like my father, you will have felt the
enormous weight of past regrets, disappointments and hurts that you are carrying around. As
the English poet William Wordsworth put it, “The world is too much with us.”On the day I visited
my father, he was both a body that was talking to me in the bedroom in present time, and a past
that seemed to inhabit him. In the end, that’s what happens to most of us – the past bears down
on us, as if it were a separate being, until we can’t stand it, not even for one more day.The
second clueThe other clue came to me years later, when I read a book about ghosts. My wife,
Lynne McTaggart, was abroad, lecturing somewhere, my eldest daughter was at her university,
and my youngest was with friends. That left me with our pet dog, Ollie, and a shelf of books that I
wanted to read. However, nothing I brought out into the garden seemed to hold my interest, so I
wandered back into the house, and into Lynne’s study, which is lined with books that she uses
for her research. I don’t know why, but one book caught my attention. It was called Visions of
Immortality (Element, 1998) by Ian Currie, a Canadian university professor who had carried out
a thorough review of the evidence for life after death, ghosts and apparitions. Perhaps it was the
title, which reminded me of a Wordsworth poem, or that it “called me”, as some books do to us,
but whatever the reason, I took it from the shelf and back to my seat in the garden.Up until then, I
had had almost no interest in ghosts. I had assumed they were either the creations of a fevered
imagination or the inventions of attention-seekers. I was astonished by what I read, and my
preconceptions were turned on their head.Currie had documented tale after tale of ghost stories
or, more precisely, instances of contact with those who had died. The stories were highly
plausible, the people who related them had far more to lose than gain from the telling, and they
were all independently verifiable. Currie demonstrated, beyond any reasonable doubt, that
something of us survives death. But what is it? It seemed to be something that still had
unfinished business on earth – invariably a message that had to be delivered through an
emotionally-charged entity. It was not physical – clearly not, as the body had died – and so it
must be energetic. However, there is nothing extraordinary in that: physics tells us that
everything ultimately is energy. Seen that way, it is reasonable to consider that our body and this
“ghost” that survives death are expressions of two different forms of energy.Here was another
demonstration that the past has an independent existence as a separate body of experiences,



upsets, sadness, and possibly even trauma. It haunts us while we live, and eventually it kills us.
According to Currie, it even lives on after we die. Whether or not you believe in ghosts, it is a
potent metaphor for a past that seems to be another “me” that lives in my body. The past is not
just a collection of memories, but a palpable and energetic force that creates patterns in your
life.The past inside usThe past can also have a psychosomatic effect. How many times have you
felt your stomach knot up as you think about someone who has upset you? Does an event in the
past still have the power to make you angry today? As you will read later on, bad things that
happen to us as children can make us chronically ill when we are adults. The event doesn’t have
to be as severe as sexual molestation; it can be anything from a father who shouts at us, to a
mother who is never at home when we come back from school. Even though the parents may be
dead, their power is such that they can reach out through time and give us a fatal heart attack.
How could that happen, unless the past lives on in us as some energetic entity? If that entity can
survive independently of physical time – and hurts live on irrespective of the existence of the
perpetrator – then Currie’s idea that they survive beyond the death of the physical body is not
such a huge step to take after all.As the past grows, so we feel increasingly separate from the
world. Our sense of a self – made up of past sufferings, sadness, regrets and disappointments –
becomes a fortress against a world that is hostile and against us. As the past grows in us, so
does a sense of space that separates us from the world.So what are you that you can live in the
present and yet be more influenced by the past, which separates you from the world? You are a
time machine: you create an imagined future from a past that you did not completely understand
in the first place. This continual time projection – from past to future – bypasses the present, and
events in the present moment are invariably seen and interpreted through the filter of the past.
As a result, you never fully experience the moment, when any seeming division between you
and the world would evaporate and the fortress walls of the self melt.As a self that is made up of
the past, you are a complex mass of feelings and emotions that strike out at any moment, like a
volcano that is always ready to blow. The trouble is that you don’t know what may trigger your
outburst. It could be the wrong word at the wrong time, a situation you encounter, even a
toothpaste tube squeezed the wrong way.You don’t do it because you are a “bad” person. Having
angry outbursts or occasional emotional eruptions isn’t an aspect of your inherent nature – it
happens because you truly want to understand. This book will explain why that is, why we feel
hurt and upset in the first place, where these feelings of hurt come from and what the whole
process is trying to achieve. As you read this book, you will start to recognize an energetic
impulse that seeks understanding through you as a body in time and space. While you are
unaware of this movement, you are living unconsciously. You are often unconscious of the
referencing, the projection from the past into a future. Yet it colors your world every moment, and
the more you are in the thrall of these waves of psychological time, the less happy you are.Most
thoughts and feelings have their origins in the past. These feelings are the accumulation of hurts,
disappointments and upsets that happened some time in the past. That past may be just a few
seconds old, as happens when we think about solving a problem that has just cropped up, but it



is more often from years ago.The past becomes a weight, as it did for my father and as it does
for many of us. Yet how does this affliction of time happen? How did we become time machines
in the first place?Your Three SelvesIf the past is a “body” or energy center, and if you already
have a physical body, this suggests you have more than one body. Indeed, you have, and here
we get to the engine room of Time-Light. But you do not have just two bodies or selves – you
have three. You may live in present time, while being more influenced by the past, but you also
have experiences that seem to be outside of space and time. These strange phenomena – the
intuitive leap, the sense you just “knew” something was going to happen, or the dream that
foretells a future event – suggest that there is a third “you” that is not dependent on time.I call the
selves, or centers, the Present time-body, the Past time-body and the Potential center. It might
seem an extraordinary thought that you are the amalgam of three entities, each calling itself “me”
or “I,” but this is not so alien a concept if you are from the Christian tradition. One of the axioms of
Christianity is the idea of the three-in-one God: the Father, Son and Holy Ghost. But Jesus’
teachings were distorted. His original doctrine, espoused in the Gospels, stated that God is
within us. Yet, within years of the establishment of the Christian Church, this radical idea was
replaced by one that situated God in a distant Heaven, reached primarily through the
intercessory powers of the priests.The notion that we are made up of Three Selves is also not
such a surprise to those of you immersed in ancient philosophy, especially that of Plato, who told
us we were a blend of the intellect, passions and spirit.The three-in-one self is the basis of
Freudian psychology, which proposes that we are made up of an ego, a subconscious and an
unconscious, and the ancient wisdom schools often refer to the three bodies of the self – the
gross body of the physical world, the subtle body of feelings and images, and the causal body of
subtle energy.So what is so special about the Time-Light model? It is one of the first to explore
who we are in and through time, a dimension that I believe is the key to our understanding. From
this understanding we can achieve fulfilment, creativity and joy. Only when we clearly see
ourselves as a creation of time and the past can we begin to live fully in the present moment –
and lose our sense of separation, alienation and anguish.Of the Three Selves in my model, the
Past time-body causes most of our worries and, indeed, most of the strife in the world. It is the
seat of both depression and addictions — as such, they have the same origins. It is where the
past accumulates and the past-to-future movement occurs. As we grow older, the Past time-
body has more energy from experiences and so becomes more substantial. By the time we
reach adulthood, we have become time-heavy. We are more past than present, whereas, when
we are small children, we are Time-Light, more in the present moment than in the past. My father
had become so time-heavy that life became too much, and he wanted it to end.Do you
remember when you were a small child, when you were Time-Light? You probably have some
memories of that time, and they were likely to be idyllic (unless you were in an abusive family).
Moments seemed to go on forever, and the slightest thing could fascinate you for hours. You felt
at one with the world. It was your home, your playground, and any division between you and that
world was slight. If you have small children yourself, their wonder at the world should remind you



of how it is to be Time-LightIs that how you live your life every day now? I doubt it. Instead, it is
likely that commitments and worries weigh you down, you are always planning for some
imagined future, and you are concerned about money, your job, your family and children. It is
natural to ensure you are secure, that you have enough food, proper shelter, and that you have
good health — but is this supposed to take the joy out of your life?Life for you today is invariably
mundane, occasionally a struggle and, in the main, tolerable. You enjoy moments of happiness
and joy, and reward yourself with the odd holiday, nice meal, bottle of wine or latest movie.
However, beneath this activity lies an undefined sense that life could and should be better, if only
you knew how. At this point, some of us get the “spiritual bug” and desire enlightenment, bliss or
nirvana, without recognizing that the very desire is merely a movement – from past unhappiness
to an imagined joy in the future – that is the exact same as the one that covets the new
Mercedes.The metaphysical itchOur tragedy is that, deep down, we do know that money or a
big new house aren’t quite going to hit the spot, that we have been locked out of an unspoken
inheritance, a metaphysical right that came with our birth. Material success is a pale imitation of
the glory that somehow should be ours. It is a little like the cosmic joke: “Most of us go though life
not knowing what we want, but feeling damned sure that this isn’t it.”You can get a sense of this
by looking at your own life. Many of us live with a general sense of malaise, a greyness or fog
that seems to have descended over the sun-filled days of our early childhood, and we suffer
anything from frequent irritation and regular angry outbursts to occasional stress, anxiety,
phobias, or even chronic depression and finally to suicidal thoughts.Many of us feature
somewhere along this spectrum of desperate living. Life overwhelms one in five of us to such an
extent that we regularly take a powerful antidepressant just to get through the day, and some
one million people around the world commit suicide every year. Even if we eschew the
antidepressant, many of us have various addictions – to alcohol, food, drugs, gambling,
cigarettes or even sex.The central purpose of this book is to renew you and your life, consciously
to erase the past that weighs you down, to reconnect you to the world -–-- and to make you Time-
Light. In order to do so, however, I need to explain various ideas, which I do throughout this book.
In summary, I demonstrate:• “You” are made up of Three Selves, or energy centers.• Those
centers are the Present, the Past and the Potential.• The Present includes the body and brain,
and the world of time and space. Time and space are constructs of the Present time-body.• The
Past is an accumulation of experience. As you grow older, the Past time-body becomes more
substantial, and you become time-heavy. The Past time-body begins to dominate. In a Time-
Light person, usually a child, the Present time-body and the Potential center dominate. A
dominant Past time-body also disconnects you from the world and from others.• The past
accumulates when we do not fully witness the experience in the moment. We cannot completely
understand any experience if it is seen entirely through our own eyes, and not from the
perspective of others as well, or without knowledge of the overall situation. A fully witnessed
experience leaves no energetic print in the Past time-body.• As energy centers, the time bodies
send out pulses or waves, which the brain interprets as thoughts and emotions. The dominant



pulse from one of the centers determines our sense of self at any given time. This is why you
continuously change. The sense of self as a constant fixed point is a fiction.• These pulses are
attempts by the Past time-body in particular to achieve completion and final understanding.
Experience happens only in time and space, and the Past seeks to relive experiences that we
never completely understood in the first place. It is a hopeless endeavor. The one constant of the
Present time-body is change and so, by definition, it is impossible to replicate a situation, as
people and circumstances can never again be the same. The Present time-body therefore either
creates a similar situation – an abused wife will seek another abuser – or create a mirror pattern,
where the drive is towards the very opposite of the actual past experience. The third possible
response is the displaced concept, where a situation reminds you of an experience and triggers
the full emotional outburst from the previous occasion.• As time-heavy people, we create more
patterns from the past, and we continue to repeat events as the past seeks to understand itself.•
Addictions are also repeat patterns that seek final and complete understanding. They are not
from an impulse to forget, nor are they born of sadness – they are energy waves that seek to
remember, originating from moments of ecstasy and unity.• We have neither a subconscious nor
an unconscious; instead, we have energy centers that seek resolution. Far from being
suppressed, all of our thoughts and feelings, even the most subliminal, are constantly pulsing to
the Present time-body, which is the only center in which they can be played out and resolved.
The momentum of all the selves is towards greater understanding: the Present endeavors to do
so through the sciences and arts, the Past by seeking resolution through a complete
comprehension of experience, and the Potential, a unified field, through the creation of time,
space and separation, and to understand itself in relationship – ultimately to itself.Understanding
ourselves in and through time is the key to the door to a life that is always in the present and
joyful. It is also the essence of most of the world’s great religions, and teaching us to become
Time-Light is their ultimate aim, even if this is not always explicitly stated. Jesus’ pivotal
teachings concern man in time. He taught us to take no thought of the morrow, and his
exhortation to become as little children – which I have made as the key quote at the beginning of
this book – is his call for us to become Time-Light. He is inviting us to live in the moment, without
the weight of the past.
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Marybeth, “Writing: Elegant. Ideas: Brilliant Readability: Excellent.. Brian Hubbard's writing was
what first drew me in when I read the free download of this book from the Time-Light website. In
fact, I think there was something positive about the double-spacing of the book document that
made it easy to appreciate the writing, follow the hypotheses, and, finally, nod in agreement that
its premises make beautiful sense. It says a lot to consider that you can get this book free, right
up to its ultimate conclusions -- and so many of us are going ahead to buy the Kindle version
with the personal applications suggested for the reader.I read constantly, buy Kindle books at a
high and heavy clip, and yet, as strongly as I've felt about some of the excellent books I've read
as a result, this review is a rare act for me. There are profoundly practical ideas in this book.
Consider it!”

Nathalie Van de Voorde, “promising!!. I have only just started reading this book. I downloaded
the free version on the Time-Light website and was so happily surprised with how easy it was to
read without my mind just drifting off as with most of the books happens I've bought over the
years on supposedly self-help. I must say I have not yet finished the book nor have I started the
21 day program exercises but I must say it all seems (feels) very promising. And do get into this
with an open mind. In doubt, just download what is available on the website and I am sure you
will come back here to order the complete book!!!Enjoy!!!!”

dr katrina sanders, “Oh my... I was so shocked to .... Oh my...I was so shocked to see how fast it
shipped!!1 Thank you so much! It was GREATLY needed!!”

Paul, “An answer to living time-heavy. A new theory explained well. Excercises to make theory a
practise to live with. Let the past be what it is: the past.”

Lamisha, “Practical and Innovative. The present is often experienced through a veil of the past,
recreating seemingly identical struggles that, if not fully realized, could continue to color our
future. Author Bryan Hubbard has defined a theory and 21-day program to allow readers to live
their full potential in the present, without reliving past struggles, in his book Time-Light. While
many self-help books explain how we as human beings carry our past like invisible baggage, the
Time-Light model is one that deals with the energetic nature of our being. It suggests that we
have three time bodies from which we receive and experience life: our past, present, and
potential (future) time-bodies. As we grow older we become heavy in our experiences as the
weight of the past hinders our opportunity to experience all that is in the present
moment.Through his theory, Bryan Hubbard thoroughly explains how the three time bodies
relate to one another, and more importantly, what we can do to change our thoughts in order to
fall in love with life once again. His 21-day program is an empowering and realistic approach that
helps readers bring their focus back to the present moment through exercises such as thought-



watching, forgiveness, and gratitude, with each practice building on the last. Bryan Hubbard has
done a great job creating a unique tool to help release readers from the binds of our past so we
may experience life from a place of pure love.”

Fabio Fina, “Potent read.. The author offers a free version on his website (which doesn't contain
the 21-days program) that is the one I have read.I often approach spiritual/metaphysical books
with curiosity and a pinch of skpeticism, as I want to be able to digest the material presented and
see if it matches my own beliefs.This book was a good read, it enhanced and expanded some of
the beliefs that I already held (such as the Past influences the Present and asks for incomplete
actions to be completed, often through repetition or mirroring of past events).I have enjoyed
reading the book, the writing is pregnant with stimulating concepts however simply explained
and engaging so much so I read the book in one sitting.I was left curious and hungry for more
and I want to experience his 21-days program (provided in his full-length book).”

D A, “Time-Light. A couple of years ago, I had a conversation with my sister telling her that it
seems that every 5 years or so, I would be presented with same life challenges. We concluded
that it was my past life karma; that these challenges were placed in my path in order for me to
grow as a human. The fact that these challenges kept repeating themselves meant that I have
not learned my life's lessons.Then came Time-Light......Although I am a fan and have lots of
respect for Lynn and Bryan, I initially downloaded the free version. Time-light was the book that I
NEEDED to read. I immediately saw that my life was a like a broken cassette tape...it was on
permanent repeat (in my case, every 5 years). I realized that what was happening was nothing
to do with bad karma but everything to do with my past thoughts. This is liberating because now
I know that I can change this pattern of permanent repeat and move on and create the life
experiences that I desire.I think that once you have read the book and do the exercises, I am
sure you will identify your "story" and see the patterns that keep repeating themselves.”

Debra Quarles, “A great read!. Time-light was an amazing read! I picked it up and finished it in a
day. Why? Well I just couldn't put it down. The concept is so simple and yet so powerful. In fact,
I've mentioned the book to all my friends and family. A must read!”
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